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previous minutes:


present:

- Allyn
- Charlotte
- Chris
- David
- Eric
- Hans
- Mark E.
- Mark G.
- Martina

minutes:

- status reports:
  - Charlotte
    - Sent the CMIP6 MIP Pls links to the MIP and experiment descriptions as rendered in the es-doc search interface with requests for approval.
    - Sent pdfs of branches of the atmosphere mindmaps to the PIs responsible for the corresponding MIPs eg. atmosphere_radiation to the RFMIP PIs for review.
  - Chris
    - tested & used pyesdoc CV library to access the "official" JSON models, etc.
  - Allyn
    - Q can register & customize CIM2 Specialization; cannot yet edit it
    - TODO: AT to demo next time
    - Q can support OpenAuth
  - Mark
    - deployed latest batch of experiments
    - created service to provide user-friendly URLs for search & view
    - also created service to provide landing page for further_info_url (ie: http://furtherinfo.es-doc.org/cmip6/MOHChadcm3.picontrol.r1p1v2)
    - pyesdoc can support CVs
  - Eric
    - obs4mip [https://www.earthsystemcog.org/projects/obs4mips/] is growing & is interested in using ES-DOC
    - PCMDI (Paul Durack) interested in using ES-DOC to document forcing files (?)

- next coding sprint plans:
  - TODO: AT to tell Mark G. my travel plans
  - recommended Hotel: http://www.hoteldelavenir.com/

- White Paper
  - version now on Google Docs [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ysgeEDutNcZN4pHK534MANkF5sKXcmjPAEfADdJNeF0/edit]
  - TODO: CP & MG to review document
  - there is no need to add detailed JuypiterHub notes

- PI Report [https://docs.google.com/document/d/19joU2-FbWW3KxBNG-rVgwYMys5Jy1rl.OS6AaMV95Wti/edit]

- CIM Changes ticket [ES DOC/esdoc cim v2 schema#2]
• although the ticket comments do not include the content of the corresponding document, we all concur that the content of that document is suitable to be distributed to the PIs;
  • TODO: EG to send that document to the PIs - DONE

• next meeting: 03 Jan